APPENDIX 1

STRATEGIC PLANNING IN SOUTH ESSEX
Memorandum of Understanding
between
Basildon Borough Council
Brentwood Borough Council
Castle Point Borough Council
Essex County Council
Rochford District Council
Southend on Sea Borough Council
Thurrock Borough Council

This Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) sets out how cooperation between the six local
planning authorities in South Essex and Essex County Council will be managed in respect to
strategic planning issues.
The Localism Act 2011 places a Duty to Cooperate on local planning authorities and county
councils1 (amongst other public sector organisations), requiring them to engage constructively,
actively and on an on-going basis in the preparation of plans where this involves strategic matters.
Local planning authorities will be tested in relation to legal compliance with the Duty at
examination, as well as whether strategic cooperation has resulted in a ‘sound’ and robust
approach to delivering strategic objectives.
The Neighbourhood Planning Act 20172 requires local planning authorities to “identify the
strategic priorities for the development and use of land in the authorities’ area and set out policies
to address those priorities in the development plan documents, taken as a whole. This clause was
included to allow greater flexibility in the way that local planning authorities prepare local
planning documents, and specifically to support the preparation of ‘strategic’ local plans, whether
prepared individually or jointly with neighbouring authorities. However, several recent
announcements from Government on proposed planning reforms indicate strongly that the
Government’s preferred approach is for strategic priorities to be managed on a joint basis across
housing market areas through the use of joint strategic plans.
Building on the existing strong foundations of cooperation developed through the Duty to
Cooperate, and within the wider context of the South Essex 2050 Ambition, the Local Authorities
have agreed to move to a more formal approach to strategic planning. This will be developed
through a ‘portfolio’ of plans, with a Joint Strategic Plan (JSP) setting out strategic spatial and
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infrastructure priorities that are considered to be of mutual benefit, prepared alongside a suite of
‘local delivery plans’ to manage delivery within each of the local planning areas.
Work on the JSP will be steered within the governance structure of the Association of South Essex
Local Authorities (ASELA) to ensure that it aligns with other strategic priorities. Although the JSP
will be prepared on the basis of collaboration through ASELA, formal decisions on the JSP at key
stages in its preparation (identified in each local planning authorities’ Local Development Scheme)
will be taken by the individual local planning authorities which will continue to retain the statutory
local planning duty (as set out in the 2004 Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act and the 2017
Neighbourhood Planning Act).
A Statement of Common Ground will be prepared by ASELA, setting out the process and timetable
for the plan, what local delivery plans will be needed (and how current local plans will be managed
through the transition process), governance and working arrangements, and the key evidence
needed to support the plan. Although the focus will be strategic development (housing and
economic development) and infrastructure, other strategic priorities may be included where they
are required to support delivery of the South Essex 2050 Ambition. The Statement will be
reviewed on an ongoing basis and updated as and when needed. This will form key evidence to
support the JSP and individual ‘Local Development Plans’ and should therefore be made available
on each of the partner authority’s websites.
In preparing the JSP, all ASELA partners agree to:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Engage constructively, actively and on an on-going basis in relation to strategic planning
matters under the Duty to Cooperate;
Ensure a broad and consistent approach to strategic planning and development issues in
the South Essex Area;
Support better alignment between strategic planning, infrastructure and investment
priorities in South Essex;
Adhere to the governance structure of ASELA and ensure that activities are delivered and
actions are taken as required;
Be accountable for ensuring that the role and responsibilities as agreed in the Statement
of Common Ground are adhered to;
Be open and communicate about concerns, issues and opportunities in respect of
collaboration and joint working;
Act in a timely manner, recognising the time critical nature of consultations, technical
projects and plan preparation;
Adhere to statutory requirements. Comply with applicable laws and standards, data
protection and freedom of information requirements;
Encourage, develop and share best practice in strategic planning matters;
Ensure adequate resources and staffing are in place to undertake effective collaboration
and joint working (resources to be agreed through ASELA).

Area Covered
For the purposes of this MoU the geographic area of South Essex applies to the administrative
areas of Basildon Borough, Brentwood Borough, Castle Point Borough, Rochford District, Southend
on Sea Borough and Thurrock Borough Councils.
Status
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This MoU cannot override the statutory duties and powers of the parties and is not enforceable by
law. However, the parties agree to the principles set out in this MoU.
This MoU is not a development plan, nor a legally binding document, but will be used in the
consideration of how the South Essex Local Authorities have jointly approached strategic planning
issues and legal compliance with the Duty to Cooperate.
This MoU may be supported by other documentation, and other subject specific MoUs, which set
out in more detail how the parties will work together to tackle more detailed matters with respect
to strategic planning in South Essex.
It is accepted that an individual party or group of parties that are signatories to this MoU may also
be signatories to other MoUs between themselves, or with other parties outside South Essex in
respect of the Duty to Cooperate.
Key outputs of this MoU are:

•

A Joint Strategic Plan setting out strategic spatial and infrastructure priorities across South
Essex;

•

A Delivery Strategy setting out how the strategic policy framework of the JSP will be
delivered, accompanied by a risk assessment and risk management plan;

•

A Statement of Common Ground setting out how a JSP will be delivered, what the
evidence base is, including identification of various development needs;
A Joint Strategic Plan Monitoring Report, prepared annually to chart and monitor delivery
of the JSP.

•

Governance, Roles and Responsibilities

Preparation of the Joint Strategic Plan and associated Delivery Strategy will be steered under the
governance arrangements of the Association of South Essex Local Authorities. Formal decisions on
the plan at key stages (to be set out in individual Local Development Schemes) will be taken by
individual Local Planning Authorities on the advice and recommendations of ASELA.
A Members Steering Group will be accountable for the preparation of the JSP, supported by an
officer Project Delivery Board. The Steering Group will comprise political representatives from
each of the ASELA partners (to be appointed by individual authorities) and the Lead ASELA
Member for strategic planning. The officers group will comprise the Heads of Service (or
equivalent) from each of the partner authorities, and the ASELA Lead Chief Executive for
strategic planning.
‘Task and finish’ groups will be used to develop specific topics to support the JSP, to be
identified by the Steering Group, as and when needed.

Terms of Reference for all groups will be established, setting out the roles, responsibilities and
administration. These will be agreed by ASELA and reviewed annually to ensure they remain
relevant.
Local authorities should ensure that adequate resources are provided in order to undertake the
joint work programme as set out in the Statement of Common Ground. Additional resources may
be provided by other relevant bodies, as agreed to undertake specified tasks under the work
programme.
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Risk Management
The South Essex Authorities are committed to meeting the full nationally set local housing need
across the sub-region. This will be managed on a strategic basis with the distribution across the
LPAs reflecting the shared spatial strategy and priorities. Although preparation of the JSP will be
steered through ASELA, decision-making will remain the responsibility of the individual local
authorities. It is recognised that there is risks associated with this therefore a full risk assessment
has been prepared and set out in the Statement of Common Ground and will be monitored on a
regular basis, with any concerns raised through the JSP governance structures.
Review of the MoU
This MoU is effective from the date it is signed by the Chief Executive and Leaders of all parties. It
will be reviewed as and when indicated through the Statement of Common Ground.
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